HOYER Group continues to invest in the future
Investment volume of EUR 173 million planned for 2019
Hamburg, 4 December 2018 – To set a course for continued profitable growth by the
HOYER Group, the Hamburg-based internationally operating logistics company is
increasing the amount of its investment budget from EUR 90 million in the current
calendar year 2018 to a record level of EUR 173 million for 2019.
Explaining the doubling of the investment volume planned for 2019, Gerd Peters, Chief
Financial Officer (CFO) of the HOYER Group, says “The sustained positive business
development enables this financial tour de force.” According to Peters: “We have identified
promising investment projects in all business areas for HOYER. This has resulted in a
comprehensive investment package spread across the business development, property,
plant and equipment, acquisitions and replacement investments business areas.”
The international logistics company has placed emphasis on further development of the
successful digitalisation initiative. As a pioneer in digital logistics, the company is already
working intensively on tomorrow’s solutions. The core of this task consists of successively
equipping tank containers with innovative telematics systems and intelligent networked
software. As in the past, HOYER continues to invest a considerable volume in property, plant
and equipment: around one third of financial resources will be used to modernise and
enlarge the tank container fleet for intermodal business and overseas activities. The number
of tank containers and IBCs (Intermediate Bulk Containers) for the rental business is also
being increased significantly.
The HOYER Group allocates its investments primarily in business areas with attractive future
prospects. The increasing volume of orders reinforces the company to further expand the
Supply Chain Solutions (SCS) business line internationally. In the coming years, on-site
logistics activities in particular will be driven forward and – initially in Germany and the
Netherlands – the construction of a dangerous goods warehouse and an enlargement of the
filling operations for small containers will be implemented. The logistics company has
budgeted a double-digit millions amount for possible acquisition projects such as company
purchases and joint ventures. The extensive investment plan will be complemented by
annual replacement investments.
About the HOYER Group:
HOYER, a traditional independent family business since 1946, has become one of the world’s leading
bulk logistics providers, and as a specialist, it has developed extensive know-how in the provision of
complex and sophisticated logistics and transport services. It designs, implements and operates
comprehensive solutions in European and worldwide bulk logistics, particularly for customers in the
chemical, food, gas and mineral oil industries. Some 6,500 employees in more than 115 countries
across the globe deliver logistics solutions that support clients to become even more successful in their
respective markets. HOYER operates 2,400 trucks, 2,700 road tankers, 43,100 IBCs, 39,200 tank
containers and numerous logistics facilities, transport depots, tank cleaning stations and specialist tank
workshops.
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